Healthcare Products

All products listed below are available in both aluminum or copper conductors unless otherwise specified.

[ CLICK ON PRODUCT TO LEARN MORE. ]

Bare Stranded Copper

THHN/THWN-2

XHHW-2/RW90

USE-2/RHH/RHW-2

TFN/TFFN
  Copper only

MC Feeder - THHN/XHHW-2/RW90 Inners
  Available in sizes up to 750 KCMIL-4 conductor

AC-HCF
  Aluminum or Steel Armor; Copper only

MC HCF - SG (SmartGround™)
  Aluminum or Steel Armor; Copper only

MC-LED Healthcare™ - SG (SmartGround™)
  Aluminum or Steel Armor; Copper only

MC-LED™ (Type MC-PCS) Lighting Cable
  Aluminum or Steel Armor; Copper only

MC SmartGround™
  A self-grounding, faster and more convenient way to install cable, contains an aluminum bond wire that remains in constant contact with the metal sheathing, whereby the sheathing itself becomes part of the ground path.

SuperSlick Elite® Manufactured under Patent No. 8,658,576, SmartColor ID® Manufactured under Patent No. 7,954,530 & 8,454,785

Encore Wire®